We observe that the main theorem in [4] immediately implies its analogue for closed 3-manifolds.
Remark 3. The statement of [3, Theorem 42.7 .1] uses a field K η of characteristic 2, because the proof involves the surgery exact sequence whose proof requires characteristic 2. Kronheimer pointed out that this part can be replaced by the Excision Theorem [4, Theorem 3.2] , which allows us to use any characteristic.
Let M be the manifold obtained by cutting Y open along F . The two boundary components of M are denoted by F − , F + . M can be viewed as a sutured manifold with empty suture.
Lemma 4. M is a homology product, namely, Lemma 5. Suppose {F = F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F n } is a maximal collection of mutually disjoint, nonparallel, genus g closed surfaces in Y , such that each surface is homologous to F . M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M k are the components of the manifold obtained by cutting Y open along these surfaces, ∂M k = F k ∪F k+1 . Let E k be the subgroup of H 1 (M k ) spanned by the first homologies of the product annuli in M k . Then
Proof. Since M is a homology product, we can glue its two boundary components together by a homeomorphism to obtain a new manifold Z such that Z has the same homology as 
which is a contradiction to the assumption that
is surjective. 
